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Deposition of Cryptosporidium parWum Oocysts on Natural Organic Matter Surfaces: Microscopic Evidence for Secondary Minimum Deposition in a Radial Stagnation Point Flow Cell Yuanyuan Liu,† Dao Janjaroen,† Mark S. Kuhlenschmidt,‡ Theresa B. Kuhlenschmidt,‡ and Thanh H. Nguyen*,† Department of CiVil and EnVironmental Engineering, The Center of AdVanced Materials for the Purification of Water with System and Department of Pathobiology, UniVersity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801 ReceiVed September 29, 2008. ReVised Manuscript ReceiVed NoVember 13, 2008 A radial stagnation point flow (RSPF) system combined with a microscope was used to determine the deposition kinetics of Cryptosporidium parVum oocysts on quartz surfaces and silica surfaces coated with Suwannee River natural organic matter (SRNOM) in solutions with different ionic strengths. Microscopic evidence of C. parVum oocysts entrapped in the secondary minimum energy well was presented to show that among the entrapped C. parVum oocysts some were washed away by the radial flow and some were able to transfer to deep primary minima and become irreversibly deposited. Experimental data were compared with simulation results obtained by the convective-diffusion equation and Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) theory. The experimental results suggested that surface charge heterogeneity led to a higher attachment efficiency at low ionic strength. In addition, the maximum attachment efficiency was less than 1 at high ionic strength due to steric interaction.



1. Introduction Cryptosporidium parVum is a protozoan pathogen capable of infecting a wide range of mammals, including humans. An infected animal or human suffers from cryptosporidiosis, a severe diarrheal disease, which lasts 1-2 weeks for immunocompetent individuals but could be fatal for infants and immunosuppressed people. Because C. parVum oocysts are very resistant to water treatment processes, including chlorine-based disinfection,1,2 outbreaks of cryptosporidiosis occur throughout the year.3 For example, 400 000 individuals in Milwaukee, WI, were infected with C. parVum in 1993. Corso et al.4 estimated that the 1993 outbreak in Milwaukee caused the loss of $31.6 million in medical care costs and $46.5 million in productivity loss. Even though the contamination sources have never been identified conclusively, this outbreak was associated with the failure of a filtration system at a Milwaukee water treatment plant, which used raw water from Lake Michigan, and an increase in the number of Cryptosporidium oocysts that had occurred that year due to unusually high spring runoff.5,6 The transport and survivability of C. parVum oocysts in the subsurface environment is of great concern for water quality. Attachment of C. parVum oocysts to silica or sand surfaces has been studied extensively at scales ranging from nanometer to * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Phone: (217)244-5965. Fax: (217)333-6968. E-mail: [email protected]. † Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The Center of Advanced Materials for the Purification of Water with System. ‡ Department of Pathobiology.
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sand,9 and uniform glass beads24,39,40 are used as granular media or surrogates for granular media. The influence of ionic strength and pH on C. parVum oocysts transport suggests that a combination of electrostatic and specific interactions controls C. parVum oocysts deposition.8,9,36 Results of studies using the column technique demonstrate the important role of secondary minimum deposition for the transport of C. parVum oocysts and other microorganisms in porous media.8,9,41,42 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and the radial stagnation point flow (RSPF) system are techniques used to study the interactions between microorganisms and collector surfaces. AFM studies illustrate that C. parVum oocyst wall macromolecules control the interactions between the C. parVum oocysts and a silica surface.10-12,37 A RSPF system with well-defined hydrodynamic conditions is used to conduct real-time observation of deposition of microorganisms onto bare quartz surfaces or conditioning films at the forward stagnation point of granular media.17-19 A number of physical and chemical factors that control the surface properties of microorganisms and the collector surface have been identified. Specifically, these factors include the influence of solution chemistry on deposition, including ionic strength, pH, divalent ions, and the presence of nutrients.17-19,43 In addition, a number of studies have shown the influence of surface properties of microorganisms and conditioning film on deposition,44,45 such as surface macromolecules, pathogen growth phase, and reduced surface complexity.18,19,44,46,47 Those results also emphasize the importance of electrostatic and specific interactions on deposition of microorganisms. Even though the above-mentioned studies shed light on the mobility of microorganisms in the aquatic environment, our understanding of the fate and transport of C. parVum oocysts is not complete. Limited studies24,48,49 have shown that significant numbers of oocysts can be retained by biofilm. Specifically, Dai and Hozalski24 studied the effect of natural organic matter (NOM) and biofilm on the removal of C. parVum oocysts in columns. In subsurface environmental systems, ferric and aluminum oxyhydroxides and clay minerals cover 3-4% of quartz and (31) Darnault, C. J. G.; Steenhuis, T. S.; Garnier, P.; Kim, Y. J.; Jenkins, M. B.; Ghiorse, W. C.; Baveye, P. C.; Parlange, J. Y. Vadose Zone J. 2004, 3(1), 262–270. (32) Darnault, C. J. G.; Garnier, P.; Kim, Y. J.; Oveson, K. L.; Steenhuis, T. S.; Parlange, J. Y.; Jenkins, M.; Ghiorse, W. C.; Baveye, P. Water EnViron. Res. 2003, 75(2), 113–120. (33) McGechan, M. B.; Lewis, D. R. Biosyst. Eng. 2002, 83(3), 255–273. (34) Brush, C. F.; Ghiorse, W. C.; Anguish, L. J.; Parlange, J. Y.; Grimes, H. G. J.EnViron. Qual. 1999, 28(3), 809–815. (35) Brookes, J. D.; Antenucci, J.; Hipsey, M.; Burch, M. D.; Ashbolt, N. J.; Ferguson, C. EnViron. Int. 2004, 30(5), 741–759. (36) Abudalo, R. A.; Bogatsu, Y. G.; Ryan, J. N.; Harvey, R. W.; Metge, D. W.; Elimelech, M. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2005, 39(17), 6412–6419. (37) Byrd, T. L.; Walz, J. Y. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2005, 39(24), 9574–9582. (38) Byrd, T. L.; Walz, J. Y. Langmuir 2007, 23(14), 7475–7483. (39) Hsu, B. M.; Huang, C. P.; Pan, J. R. Water Res. 2001, 35(16), 3777–3782. (40) Dai, X. J.; Hozalski, R. M. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2003, 37(5), 1037– 1042. (41) Hahn, M. W.; Abadzic, D.; O’Melia, C. R. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2004, 38(22), 5915–5924. (42) Redman, J. A.; Walker, S. L.; Elimelech, M. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2004, 38(6), 1777–1785. (43) Walker, S. L. Colloids Surf. B: Biointerfaces 2005, 45(3-4), 181–188. (44) de Kerchove, A. J.; Weronski, P.; Elimelech, M. Langmuir 2007, 23(24), 12301–12308. (45) Yang, J. L.; Bos, R.; Belder, G. F.; Engel, J.; Busscher, H. J. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1999, 220(2), 410–418. (46) Walker, S. L.; Redman, J. A.; Elimelech, M. Langmuir 2004, 20(18), 7736–7746. (47) Walker, S. L.; Hill, J. E.; Redman, J. A.; Elimelech, M. Appl. EnViron. Microbiol. 2005, 71(6), 3093–3099. (48) Searcy, K. E.; Packman, A. I.; Atwill, E. R.; Harter, T. Appl. EnViron. Microbiol. 2006, 72(9), 6242–6247. (49) Angles, M. L.; Chandy, J. P.; Cox, P. T.; Fisher, I. H.; Warnecke, M. R. Trends Parasitol. 2007, 23(8), 352–356.
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feldspar surfaces.50,51 Ferric and aluminum oxyhydroxides and clay minerals are positively charged at near-neutral pH values. Subsequently, these positively charged components can be covered by negatively charged macromolecules, such as NOM, polysaccharides, or proteins, which are products of microbial activity. While the quartz surface has been used extensively as a representative negatively charged surface for colloids deposition and transport study, mineral surfaces covered with NOM are abundant in soil environments and have significant effect on deposition and transport of colloids and biocolloids. For example, NOM blocks surface adsorption sites for bacteriophages in soil columns.52 A recent study has shown that deposition of bacteriophage MS2 on a NOM-coated surface is significantly lower than on a clean quartz surface.53 Accurate models to predict C. parVum oocyst transport in natural environmental systems require a thorough understanding of interactions between C. parVum oocysts and surfaces coated with biomacromolecules. The RSPF system is a powerful technique to perform real-time observation of the particle-surface interaction. Nevertheless, all of the RSPF studies that involve C. parVum oocysts are conducted on a quartz surface. It is vital to expand our knowledge of the interaction between C. parVum oocysts and surfaces coated with biomacromolecules. Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory is commonly used to interpret colloidal particle-collector surface interaction. However, the results of both column and RSPF experiments disagree with the theoretical expectations predicted by DLVO theory.44,54 One explanation for this discrepancy is that oocysts deposited in the shallow secondary minimum energy well may transfer to the deep primary minimum energy well and deposition consequently increases at low ionic strength.36,44,55 De Kerchove et al.44 recently developed a microscopic technique for direct observation of the secondary minimum deposition of bacteria on alginate conditioning film. Our objective was to study the factors that influence the deposition of C. parVum oocysts onto quartz and NOM-coated silica surfaces. We hypothesize that electrostatic interactions combined with surface charge heterogeneity and steric interaction control the deposition of C. parVum oocysts onto the NOMcoated silica surface. We compared the experimental deposition results of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto quartz and NOM-coated silica surfaces with deposition results predicted by classic DLVO theory. The microscopic technique developed recently by de Kerchove et al.44 was used to demonstrate the evidence of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles deposited onto both quartz and NOM-coated silica surfaces at the secondary minimum energy well. Our results indicated that deposition at the secondary minimum energy well increased the attachment efficiency at low ionic strength, charge heterogeneity led to a higher attachment efficiency at low ionic strength, and steric repulsion prevented deposition of oocysts on the collector surface.



2. Materials and Methods 2.1. C. parWum Oocyst, CML Particles. Viable C. parVum oocysts (4-5 µm in diameter) were isolated from the feces of male Holstein calves (IACUC protocol 04070) using a method described (50) Ryan, J. N.; Elimelech, M.; Ard, R. A.; Harvey, R. W.; Johnson, P. R. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 1999, 33(1), 63–73. (51) Ryan, J. N.; Harvey, R. W.; Metge, D.; Elimelech, M.; Navigato, T.; Pieper, A. P. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2002, 36(11), 2403–2413. (52) Zhuang, J.; Jin, Y. J. EnViron. Qual. 2003, 32(3), 816–823. (53) Yuan, B.; Pham, M.; Nguyen, T. H. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2008, 42(20), 7628–7633. (54) Tufenkji, N.; Elimelech, M. Langmuir 2004, 20(25), 10818–10828. (55) Kuznar, Z. A.; Elimelech, M. Colloids Surf. A: Physicochem. Eng. Aspects 2007, 294(1-3), 156–162.



1596 Langmuir, Vol. 25, No. 3, 2009 in our previous work.56 The final C. parVum oocysts were washed through centrifugation in Tris-ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid (TrisEDTA, 50 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA) and stored at 4 °C in a solution of 50% Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS, GIBCO, Grand Island, NY) and 50% antibiotic-antimycotic solution (0.6% penicillin, 1% streptomycin, 0.0025% amphotericin, and 0.85% NaCl in sterile water). Carboxylate-modified latex (CML) particles were used as well-characterized particles with a homogeneous charge distribution. CML particles were purchased from Invitrogen (4 µm in diameter, 4% w/v). The size of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles is slightly different. However, the small difference in the size of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles does not influence our data interpretation. According to the work by Elimelech et al.57 the slope of the stability curve (i.e., attachment efficiency vs ionic strength) does not depend on particle size. In addition, we mainly compared the deposition trend of both materials because the CML particles were more charge homogeneous than oocysts. All solutions were made with deionized (DI) water filtered through a 0.22 µm filter. Before the experiments C. parVum oocysts or CML particles were washed by centrifugation twice at 13 000 rpm for 1 min (Eppendorf centrifuge 5415D) and resuspended in DI water. The desired concentration of C. parVum oocysts or CML particles was prepared by suspending the clean particles in the NaCl solution (1-300 mM) at ambient pH (pH 5.6-5.8). For each experiment the number concentration of C. parVum oocysts or CML particles was determined by counting with a Hemocytometer (Hausser Scientific). 2.2. Preparation of Substrates. Glass-bottom Petri dishes (14 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm thick, MatTek Corp.) were used as frames to hold the RSPF system on the motorized microscope stage. As the Petri dish has a hole at the bottom, a coverslip was glued to the outside of the dish bottom to cover the hole. A custom-made RSPF cell was glued to the Petri dish with the capillary inlet at the center of the dish, as shown in Figure 1S of the Supporting Information. For experiments on the quartz surface we replaced the glass coverslip of the glass-bottom Petri dish with a quartz coverslip (25 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm thick, Electron Microscopy Sciences), as shown in Figure 2S of the Supporting Information. This quartz coverslip was soaked in 2% Hellmanex II (Hellma GmbH & Co. KG) solution overnight and then soaked in Nochromix bath (Nochromix reagent, Fisher, in sulfuric acid) overnight. The quartz coverslip was thoroughly rinsed with DI water until the water was neutral. After being dried with ultra-high-purity N2, the quartz coverslip was treated in an ozone/UV chamber for 30 min and used for deposition experiments. For experiments on a poly-L-lysine (PLL, average molecular weight of 150 000, Sigma) coated silica surface we used a method similar to that employed in previous work44,58,59 to adsorb a layer of polyL-lysine hydrobromide onto the glass bottom of the Petri dish. A 300 µL amount of a filtered solution containing 0.125 g/L PLL in 10 mM HEPES and 100 mM NaCl buffer was added to cover the glass bottom for 24 h at 4 °C and then rinsed with DI water. The Petri dishes were dried in a desiccator at room temperature until use. The PLL-coated silica surfaces were used for deposition experiments under nonrepulsive conditions and subsequent coating with NOM. For experiments on NOM-coated silica surfaces we further coated the PLL-coated glass bottoms of the Petri dishes with NOM. Suwannee River natural organic matter (SRNOM, Suwannee River, RO isolation, 1R101N) was selected as a representative aquatic NOM. This material was obtained from the International Humic Substances Society (IHSS) Standard collection. ICP-MS analysis showed that 560 mg/L SRNOM (240 mg/L TOC) contained 66 µg/L Mg, 3 µg/L Sr, 0.9 µg/L Ba, and 540 µg/L Al. To prepare the SRNOM solution, 56.2 mg of SRNOM was added to 100 mL of DI water. The solution was stirred for 24 h using a magnetic stirrer. After stirring, the solution was filtered using a 0.22 µm Millipore filter. (56) Johnson, J. K.; Schmidt, J.; Gelberg, H. B.; Kuhlenschmidt, M. S. J. Parasitol. 2004, 90(5), 980–990. (57) Elimelech, M.; O’Melia, C. R. Langmuir 1990, 6(6), 1153–1163. (58) Nguyen, T. H.; Chen, K. L. EnViron. Sci. Technol. 2007, 41. (59) Nguyen, T. H.; Elimelech, M. Langmuir 2007, 23(6), 3273–3279.



Liu et al. The SRNOM-coated surface was formed by adding 300 µL of SRNOM to cover the PLL-coated glass bottom Petri dishes for 24 h at 4 °C, after which time the supernatant was removed. The Petri dishes were dried, and particle deposition experiments were performed over a range of ionic strengths (1-300 mM NaCl) at ambient pH (pH 5.6-5.8). In the presence of 1 mM NaCl, essentially no particles deposited onto a SRNOM surface. This means that the positively charged PLL layer was completely covered by a layer of SRNOM. Otherwise, negatively charged C. parVum oocysts or CML particles would have deposited onto the regions of the uncovered positively charged PLL layer and a substantially higher deposition would have been observed. Thus, this coating method was proven to be sufficient. 2.3. Surface Potentials. The electrophoretic mobilities of C. parVum oocysts, CML particles, quartz surface, and PLL- and SRNOM-coated silica surfaces were determined under a range of ionic strengths (1-200 mM NaCl) at ambient pH (pH 5.6-5.8) at 25 °C using a Zetasizer Nano analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd.). The quality of the measurement was judged by the Dispersion Technology Software 5.03 supplied by the manufacturer. The bases of judgment include signal strengths and repeatability of the measurements. Preliminary experiments were conducted to determine the concentration of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles for the electrophoretic mobility experiments. These concentrations were 2.5 × 106 oocysts/mL and 1.2 × 106 CML/mL, respectively. Medrzycha60 suggested that the zeta potential is independent of particle concentration if the ratio of the number of bulk ions to particle number is not lower than 1.6 × 106 for particles of diameter of 1.6 µm and 1.0 × 107 for particles of diameter of 3 µm. The lowest ionic strength used in this study was 1 mM NaCl. Converted to number of bulk ions, there were at least 1.2 × 1018 ions/mL. The particle concentration used in the electrophoretic mobility experiment was no more than 1.2 × 106 particles/mL. The ratio of the number of bulk ions to particle number was safely within the range suggested by Medrzycha, where the zeta potential (proportional to electrophoretic mobility) is independent of the particle concentration. PLL-coated and SRNOM-coated silica particles were used as surrogates for the surface-modified glass bottom of the Petri dishes. The commercial silica particles (1.6 µm in diameter) were obtained from Bangs Laboratories, Inc. Silica particles were rinsed by centrifugation in DI water. The clean bare silica particles were used for subsequent coating with PLL and SRNOM. We coated the silica particles with a layer of PLL by successively dispersing 1.2 × 108 clean bare silica particles in 1 mL of PLL/HEPES solution for 24 h. The coated particles were then removed from the PLL/HEPES solution by centrifugation and rinsed with DI water. The PLL-coated silica particles were used for electrophoretic mobility measurements or subsequent coating with SRNOM. For coating with SRNOM, 1.2 × 108 PLL-coated silica particles were dispersed in 1 mL of SRNOM solution for 24 h. The SRNOM-coated particles were removed from the SRNOM solution by centrifugation and rinsed with DI water. The SRNOM-coated silica particles were used for electrophoretic mobility experiments. The particles from pulverized quartz coverslip (approximately 2 µm) were used as surrogates for the quartz surface and are further referred to as quartz particles for electrophoretic mobility measurement. To prepare the quartz particles we pulverized the quartz coverslip into small particles with an agate mortar. The small particles were suspended in solutions with ionic strengths ranging from 1 to 200 mM, and the solutions were sonicated for 1 h. Aliquots (3 mL) of the supernatant containing quartz particles were used for electrophoretic mobility measurements. The surface potential of particles was derived from the measured electrophoretic mobility to zeta potential using the classic Smoluchowski equation or to outer surface potential using Ohshima’s61 approach. According to Ohshima’s model,61 particles with radius a are assumed to be covered by an ion-penetrable polyelectrolyte layer with thickness d. In the polyelectrolyte layer, the ionized groups (60) Medrzycka, K. B. Colloid Polym. Sci. 1991, 269(1), 85–90. (61) Ohshima, H. Colloid Polym. Sci. 2007, 285(13), 1411–1421.
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of valence Z are assumed to be uniformly distributed with a density of N. In addition, the polymer segments in the polyelectrolyte layer are assumed to be uniformly distributed with a density of Np and yield frictional force on the liquid in the polyelectrolyte layer. The frictional coefficient (υ) of these polymer segments is



υ ) 6πηapNp



(1)



where ap is the equivalent sphere radius of the polymer segment and η is the solution viscosity. On the basis of these assumptions, under conditions where a . d, κa . 1, and λa . 1, the electrophoretic mobility can be expressed as
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where µ is the electrophoretic mobility, 0 is the permittivity of a vacuum, r is the relative permittivity of the solution, η is the viscosity of the solution, Ψ0 is the outer surface potential at the boundary between the polyelectrolyte layer and the surrounding electrolyte solution, ΨDON is the Donnan potential, e is the elementary electric charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, M is the number of ion species, z is the valence of each symmetrical surrounding electrolyte species, n is the bulk concentration of the surrounding electrolyte species, κ is the Debye-Hu¨ckel parameter, and 1/λ is the electrophoretic softness
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At equilibrium, the electric force on the ionized groups of the polyelectrolyte should be equal to the frictional force yielded by polymer segments.61 Consequently, the electrophoretic mobility of soft particles tends to approach a nonzero limiting value, which is given by eq 2 as κ f ∞
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(7)



First, the experimental electrophoretic mobility data were fitted to Ohshima’s equations to get the value of ZN and 1/λ. Since the nonzero limiting electrophoretic mobility at high ionic strength is sensitive to the value of ZN and 1/λ, the experimental electrophoretic mobilities were fitted at ionic strengths above 30 or 40 mM NaCl. Subsequently, these values of ZN and 1/λ were used to calculate the outer surface potential for all ionic strength ranges according to eq 3.61,62 2.4. Kinetics of C. parWum Oocyst Deposition in a RSPF System. Deposition kinetics of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles on quartz, PLL-coated, and SRNOM-coated surfaces were studied in a RSPF system at 25 °C. The RSPF system used in our experiments had an injection capillary radius, R, of 1 mm and a distance, h, between the capillary outlet and the collector surface of 0.7 mm. A constant flow of 1 mL/min was induced by a syringe pump (Series 74900, Cole-Parmer). Particle deposition kinetics experiments were performed over a range of ionic strengths (1-300 mM NaCl) at ambient pH (pH 5.6-5.8). (62) Ohshima, H. Electrophoresis 1995, 16(8), 1360–1363.



For deposition experiments, the solution concentrations of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles were 2.5 × 106 oocysts/mL and 1.5 × 106 CML/mL, respectively, at ionic strengths up to 30 mM. At ionic strengths higher than 60 mM the solution concentrations were reduced to 1.5 × 106 oocysts/mL and 1.0 × 106 CML/mL to avoid aggregation. First, we pumped the electrolyte solution with a flow rate of 1 mL/min for about 5 min until the flow cell was full of solution. Then we switched to an electrolyte solution containing particles with the same flow rate for 30 min. After that deposition period we switched to a particle-free electrolyte solution of 1 mM NaCl for 15 min. All deposition experiments were repeated at least twice. Deposited particles were observed and counted in a rectangular viewing area every 1 or 15 s for 30 min using an electronic inverted microscope equipped with a phase filter at bright field. We used an Eclipse Nikon TS 100 with a viewing area of 250 × 190 µm for C. parVum oocysts deposition experiments and a Leica DMI5000 M with a viewing area of 296 × 222 µm for CML particles deposition experiments. For C. parVum oocysts the microscope images were recorded using a Photometrics CoolSNAP ES from Roper Scientific Photometrics and analyzed with MetaMorph 6.3r7 software. For CML particles the microscope images were recorded using the QIMAGING RETIGA 2000R Fast 1394 and analyzed with ImagePro 6.2 software. The deposition rate coefficient, kd, corresponds to particle deposition flux (number of deposited particles per viewing area per time) normalized by the initial particle concentration. Deposition kinetics is represented as attachment efficiency, R, which is calculated as the ratio between particle deposition rate coefficients under repulsive conditions (such as onto quartz or SRNOM-coated silica surfaces) and particle deposition rate coefficients under nonrepulsive conditions (onto PLL-coated silica surface) at a given ionic strength
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2.5. Direct Observation of Secondary Minimum Deposition. Microscopic observation of secondary minimum deposition was recorded every second or 15 s over a course of 30 min. The links to the movies are provided in the Supporting Information. The images shown later in the paper were composite images generated by superimposing successive pictures taken over time. This method developed by de Kerchove et al.44 allows us to trace the movement of a single oocyst from the moment it enters the microscopic observation field until it deposits or exits the observation field. 2.6. DLVO Energy Profiles. The total interaction energy between charged particle and plate surface was calculated as the sum (φT) of electrostatic (φEDL) and van der Waals (φVDW) interactions using the Hogg et al. expression17,63
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(ψ2p + ψ2c )ln[1 - exp(-2κH)] (9) where H is the separation distance between the particle and the collector surface and ψp and ψc are the surface potentials of the particle and collector surface. The retarded van der Waals attractive interaction energy was calculated using64
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where λ′ is the characteristic wavelength of the dielectric (assumed to be 100 nm) and A is the Hamaker constant of the interacting medium. We used a Hamaker constant of 6.5 × 10-21 J for C. parVum oocyst deposition and 1 × 10-20 J for CML particle (63) Hogg, R.; Healy, T. W.; Fuerstenau, D. W. Trans. Faraday Soc. 1965, 62, 1638–1651. (64) Gregory, J. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1981, 83(1), 138–145.
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deposition, as suggested by Kuznar et al.17 and de Kerchove et al.,44 respectively. 2.7. Predicted Attachment Efficiency in RSPF System with DLVO Theory. The attachment efficiency was calculated using the method described by Weronski et al. and de Kerchove et al.44,65 Briefly, this method numerically solved the convective-diffusion equation for particle deposition flux at the primary minimum in a particular RSPF system



∇ · (uC) ) ∇ · (D · ∇ C) - ∇ ·
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where u is the particle velocity, C is the particle concentration, D is the particle diffusion coefficient, and F is the summation of external forces that include gravity force, buoyancy force, and colloidal force. The total DLVO interaction potential that includes electrostatic (φEDL) and van der Waals (φVDW) interactions is used to derive colloidal force. The hydrodynamics of the flow cell used for the convectivediffusion equation were obtained by numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equation for the flow cell. Specifically, the flow field can be characterized by the flow intensity parameter Rs, which depends on the geometry of the system and the Reynolds number (Re). In the region close to the stagnation point the flow field can be presented in terms of the cylindrical coordinates r and z66
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where Vr is the radial velocity of the fluid. The Navier-Stokes equation was numerically solved in the region of the stagnation point with Comsol 3.3 to get the value of Vr changing with r. Then, the value of Rs was calculated at the stagnation point with z equal to the average diameter of C. parVum oocysts.44 A dimensionless form of the flow intensity parameter, Rs*, is used to characterize the flow field of the RSPF system
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Figure 1. Experimental electrophoretic mobility (open symbols), fitted electrophoretic mobility by Ohshima’s theory (solid lines), zeta potential calculated by the Smoluchowski equation (open symbols overlapped with that of experimental electrophoretic mobility because the zeta potential is proportionate to electrophoretic mobility), and outer surface potential calculated by Ohshima’s theory (dashed lines) for (A) C. parVum oocysts and (B) CML particles as a function of ionic strength. Experiments were carried out at ambient pH (pH 5.6-5.8) and a temperature of 25 °C.



(13)



where υ is the kinematic viscosity.



3. Results and Discussion 3.1. Surface Potentials. It is common in colloid deposition and transport literature to use the zeta potential for surface charge potential and interpret deposition data. The outer surface potential concept was developed as an alternative for soft particles with penetrable polyelectrolyte surface layer61,67 to the zeta potential approach, which was developed originally for hard particles. Thus, for soft particles such as C. parVum oocysts, use of the zeta potential is not adequate and we explore the use of Ohshima’s approach to characterize surface charge potential. The electrophoretic mobility was measured to characterize the surface potential of the particles and collectors (open symbols in Figures 1 and 2). Electrophoretic mobilities fitted by Ohshima’s theory are shown as solid lines in Figures 1 and 2. For each type of surface, the zeta potential (overlapped open symbols in Figures 1 and 2) and outer surface potential (dashed lines in Figures 1 and 2) were derived and compared. 3.1.1. Electrophoretic Mobility of C. parVum Oocysts, CML Particles, and Substrate Surfaces. As shown in Figure 1 the electrophoretic mobility of C. parVum oocysts (open triangle) increased from -1.13 µm cm/V s at 1 mM NaCl to -0.34 µm cm/V s at 200 mM NaCl. When converted from the electrophoretic mobility, the zeta potential of C. parVum oocysts (overlapped (65) Weronski, P.; Elimelech, M. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2008, 319(2), 406– 415. (66) Dabros, T.; van de Ven, T. G. M. Colloid Polym. Sci. 1983, 261(8), 694–707. (67) Ohshima, H. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1994, 163(2), 474–483.



Figure 2. Experimental electrophoretic mobility (open symbols), fitted electrophoretic mobility by Ohshima’s theory (solid lines), zeta potential calculated by the Smoluchowski equation (overlapped open symbols), and outer surface potential calculated by Ohshima’s theory (dashed lines) for (A) quartz particles, (B) PLL-coated silica particles, and (C) SRNOM-coated silica particles as a function of ionic strength. Experiments were carried out at ambient pH (pH 5.6-5.8) and a temperature of 25 °C.



open triangle) increased from -14.43 mV at 1 mM NaCl to -4.38 mV at 200 mM NaCl. The complex property of the C.
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parVum oocyst wall surface leads to variation in the zeta potential for C. parVum oocysts from different sources. Previous studies17,19,68 have shown that the zeta potential of C. parVum oocysts varies from -7 to -36 mV at pH 5.5-5.7 in 1 mM KCl electrolyte solution and from -1 to -8 mV at pH 5.5-5.7 in 100 mM KCl electrolyte solution. The zeta potential of C. parVum oocysts used in our work was -14 mV in 1 mM NaCl and -5 mV in 100 mM NaCl and is, therefore, in the range of the published data. The electrophoretic mobility of CML particles (open circle) increased from -6.83 µm cm/V s at 3 mM NaCl to -1.90 µm cm/V s at 200 mM NaCl. De Kerchove44 reported that the electrophoretic mobilities of CML particles increased from -7 µm cm/V s in 3 mM KCl electrolyte solution to -2 µm cm/V s in 200 mM KCl electrolyte solution at pH 5.5-5.7. The electrophoretic mobilities of CML particles in our work, therefore, were comparable to the published data. As shown in Figure 2 the electrophoretic mobility of PLLcoated particles (open square) was positive and became less positive with increasing ionic strength (from +6.3 µm cm/V s at 1 mM NaCl to +1.7 µm cm/V s at 200 mM NaCl). Electrophoretic mobilities of quartz (open circle) and SRNOMcoated particles (open triangle) were negative and became less negative with increasing ionic strength. Specifically, electrophoretic mobilities of quartz particles and SRNOM-coated silica particles, respectively, increased from -2.53 and -3.21 µm cm/V s at 1 mM NaCl to -0.18 and -1.00 µm cm/V s at 200 mM NaCl. It can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 that the experimental electrophoretic mobility for all surfaces (except the surface of the CML particles) was generally more neutral than Ohshima’s model suggested at low ionic strength. The deviation was mainly caused by the failure to fulfill the assumption of Ohshima’s model that ionized groups and polymer segments were uniformly distributed inside the surface layer.61 It is suggested that the deviation is attributed to either the nonuniform distribution of ionized groups and polymer segments69 or the lack of surface polyelectrolyte layer.44 For the same reason, the deviation between the experimental and Ohshima’s model fitted electrophoretic mobility was less severe for commercial CML particles since they are expected to be more uniformly charged. The better fitting for CML particles has been documented in a number of studies.44,62 Moreover, the discrepancy between Ohshima’s model and experimental observation was less severe at high ionic strength because the surrounding counterions neutralized the charge in the surface layer and compressed the surface layer at high ionic strength. The electrophoretic mobility of quartz particles was consistently approaching zero in a solution of high ionic strength (Figure 2A). This observation was expected because of the lack of surface macromolecules on the quartz particles. Without surface macromolecules the surface charge could be completely shielded by solution ions at high ionic strength.61 In contrast, in the presence of soft surfaces the electrophoretic mobilities of C. parVum oocysts, CML particles (Figure 1), and PLL- and SRNOM-coated silica particles (Figure 2) tended to approach a nonzero limitation. This nonzero limiting value of the electrophoretic mobility (ZeN/ ηλ2) was expected, as shown in eqs 2 and 7. 3.1.2. Surface Potentials and Surface Softness of C. parVum Oocysts, CML Particles, and Substrate Surfaces. With the (68) Karaman, M. E.; Pashley, R. M.; Bustamante, H.; Shanker, S. R. Colloids Surf. A: Physicochem. Eng. Aspects 1999, 146(1-3), 217–225. (69) Sonohara, R.; Muramatsu, N.; Ohshima, H.; Kondo, T. Biophys. Chem. 1995, 55(3), 273–277.
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ZN (mM)



1/λ (nm)



CML oocysts quartz PLL coated SRNOM coated



-161 -16 -75 199 -53



0.82 1.23 0.03 0.67 1.10



presence of a soft electrolyte layer, the zeta potential lost its meaning to some extent. On the contrary, the outer surface potential shed light on the soft layer properties of the particles. The fitted value of the uniform charge density ZN and the particle electrophoretic softness 1/λ within the polyelectrolyte layer for Ohshima’s theory are shown in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, C. parVum oocysts had the highest particle electrophoretic softness (1/λ ) 1.23 nm) because the surface of the C. parVum oocyst wall was characterized by a layer of polysaccharide and protein filamentous material.70,71 The SRNOM-coated silica particle had the second largest particle electrophoretic softness (λ ) 1.10 nm), which was consistent with its heterogeneous layer of carboxylate and phenolic functional groups.72 As NOM is brokendown organic matter, the NOM macromolecules were expected to be smaller and less complex compared to those found on the surface of viable C. parVum oocysts. CML particles had the third largest particle electrophoretic softness (λ ) 0.82 nm) due to these particles’ layer of polyelectrolyte carboxyl groups. PLLcoated silica particles had the fourth largest particle electrophoretic softness (λ ) 0.67 nm). The polymer PLL is composed of shorter homogeneous polyethylene glycol chains, which make the PLLcoated silica particles have less electrophoretic softness. As typical hard particles quartz particles had the least particle electrophoretic softness (λ ) 0.03 nm). The fitted values of particle electrophoretic softness were in good agreement with the physical characteristics of the particle surfaces. Note that small standard deviations for electrophoretic mobility data suggest that at a given ionic strength different particles have similar electrophoretic softness, 1/λ. Because electrophoretic softness reflects the layer thickness and polymer segments in the polyelectrolyte layer on the particle surface, the thickness of the coating layers on the studied particles is uniform. Using the fitting value of ZN and 1/λ we calculated the outer surface potential over the entire range of ionic strength (Figures 1 and 2, dashed lines). The calculated outer surface potential of quartz particles was similar to the zeta potential and seemed to approach zero at high ionic strength. This was in good agreement with the characteristic of the quartz surface, regarding its lack of surface macromolecules. The calculated outer surface potential of other surfaces was more neutral than the zeta potential and seemed to approach zero at high ionic strength. The outer surface potential is sensitive to the shielding effects of surrounding electrolytes and is expected to approach zero as the electrolyte concentration increases.61 Both the zeta potential and the outer surface potential were used to calculate DLVO profiles except for quartz particles as shown below. Only the zeta potential was used for quartz particles because of the particles’ lack of surface polyelectrolyte layers. 3.2. Characterization of Flow Field in the RSPF Cell. The numerical solution of the convective-diffusion equation was (70) Nanduri, J.; Williams, S.; Aji, T.; Flanigan, T. P. Infect. Immun. 1999, 67(4), 2022–2024. (71) Harris, J. R.; Petry, F. J. Parasitol. 1999, 85(5), 839–849. (72) Graczyk, T. K.; Fayer, R.; Knight, R.; Mhangami-Ruwende, B.; Trout, J. M.; Da Silva, A. J.; Pieniazek, N. J. Am. J. Tropical Med. Hyg. 2000, 63(3-4), 178–183.
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Figure 3. Numerical solution of the dimensionless flow intensity parameter, Rs*, for h/R of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.7. The open circle represents our solution for the RSPF system that we used in the experiment (h/R ) 0.7). The open square and triangle represent our solutions for h/R ) 1.0 and 1.7 respectively; the dashed and solid lines indicate the solution of the same geometry published by Dabros and van de Ven.66



compared with experimental data for deposition of C. parVum oocysts or CML particles on either quartz surfaces or NOMcoated surfaces. This numerical solution developed by Weronski and Elimelech65 for a RSPF system requires the input of parameter Rs*, which represents the hydrodynamic conditions of the RSPF. To verify our numerical solution for the Navier-Stokes equation we studied the dependence of Rs* as a function of Reynolds number with respect to h/R values equal to 0.7, 1.0, and 1.7 as shown in Figure 3. Our solutions for h/R of 1.0 (Figure 3, open square) and 1.7 (Figure 3, open triangle) are compared to the solutions published by Dabros and van de Ven66 for h/R of 1.0 (Figure 3, dashed line) and 1.7 (Figure 3, solid line). As shown in Figure 3 our solutions for h/R of 1.0 and 1.7 were consistent with the solution published by Dabros and van de Ven and the calculation for our RSPF cell with h/R of 0.7 was parallel to those for h/R of 1.0 and 1.7. This observation confirmed our calculation. The numerical flow field is shown in Figure 3S of the Supporting Information. Our RSPF cell had a Re of 5.29 and a corresponding Rs* of 9.4 with h/R of 0.7 and a flow rate of 1 mL/min. In addition, Dabros et al.66 defines the stagnation point area as being where the wall vorticity ωs ) Rsr varies less than 3-4% from the wall vorticity at r ) 0. On the basis of the numerical solution,44 the wall vorticity in the view area varied less than 1%, which shows that the view area was within the stagnation point flow field. 3.3. DLVO Energy Profile. The factors influencing the interactions between particles and collector surfaces include van der Waals attraction,17,44 electrostatic double-layer interaction,17,44 surface roughness,73,74 surface charge heterogeneity,75,76 and steric interaction (e.g., osmotic repulsion, elastic-steric repulsion).18,77,78 DLVO theory is commonly used to predict the interaction of particles on a flat surface based only on van der Waals attraction and electrostatic double-layer interaction. DLVO interaction energy profiles between a particle and a collector surface under unfavorable conditions were calculated using either the zeta potential or the outer surface potential. Figure 4 shows the interaction energy profile between a C. parVum (73) Hoek, E. M. V.; Bhattacharjee, S.; Elimelech, M. Langmuir 2003, 19(11), 4836–4847. (74) Suresh, L.; Walz, J. Y. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1996, 183(1), 199–213. (75) Adamczyk, Z.; Jaszczolt, K.; Michna, A.; Siwek, B.; Szyk-Warszynska, L.; Zembala, M. AdV. Colloid Interface Sci. 2005, 118(1-3), 25–42. (76) Nazemifard, N.; Masliyah, J. H.; Bhattacharjee, S. Langmuir 2006, 22(24), 9879–9893. (77) Elimelech, M. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1991, 146(2), 337–352. (78) Rijnaarts, H. H. M.; Norde, W.; Lyklema, J.; Zehnder, A. J. B. Colloids Surf. B: Biointerfaces 1999, 14(1-4), 179–195.



Figure 4. Calculated DLVO interaction energy profiles between C. parVum oocysts and SRNOM-coated surfaces using the zeta potential as a function of ionic strength. The zeta potential was experimentally determined.



oocyst and a SRNOM-coated surface calculated using the zeta potential as a function of ionic strength. It can be seen in Figure 4A that the energy barrier between C. parVum oocysts and a SRNOM-coated surface decreased from 980 kT at 1 mM NaCl to zero at ionic strengths above 30 mM (the so-called critical deposition concentration, CDC). Since no energy barrier exists above CDC, the attachment efficiency would be expected to reach unity. Furthermore, we can see from Figure 4A that a deep primary minimum energy well formed when a C. parVum oocyst was very close to the SRNOM-coated surface (within 2 nm distance) at all ranges of ionic strength. Particle deposition in the primary minimum energy well was irreversible. In addition to the primary minimum energy well, the interaction of decreasing electrostatic force and constant van der Waals force produced a secondary minimum energy well with a depth ranging from 0.3 to 29 kT and distance ranging from 100 to 7 nm at ionic strengths ranging from 1 to 30 mM. Particles entrapped in the secondary minimum energy well were reversibly deposited. If the particles can overcome the energy barrier and transfer to the primary minimum energy well then they can deposit irreversibly. In addition, as shown in eq 4, the electrostatic force decreased exponentially with separating distance. Thus, as ionic strength increases, the decreasing electrostatic force at larger distances is more severe than that at smaller distances. Consequently, the distance of the secondary minimum energy well shifted to lower distance. In Tables 2 and 3 we list the values of the energy barrier, secondary minimum energy well depth, and distance of the secondary minimum energy well for C. parVum oocysts and CML particles deposited on either the SRNOM-coated silica surface or the quartz surface calculated by DLVO theory using either the zeta potential or the outer surface potential. As shown in Table 2 the energy barrier between C. parVum oocysts and the SRNOM-coated surface disappeared above 30 or 15 mM NaCl when the zeta potential or outer surface potential was used; the energy barrier between CML particles and the SRNOMcoated surface disappeared above 60 or 20 mM NaCl when the
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Table 2. Values of Energy Barriers, Secondary Minimum Energy Well Depth, and Distance of the Secondary Minimum Energy Well for C. parWum Oocysts and CML Particles Deposited onto the SRNOM-Coated Silica Surface zeta potential



outer surface potential



ionic strength (mM)



energy barrier (kT)



secondary minimum depth (kT)



distance of secondary minimum (nm)



1 3 10 20 30 60



980 670 180 20 2



-0.3 -1.4 -7.0 -19 -29



100 50 20 10 7



10 20 30 60 100



2300 1700 1400 170



-5.4 -12 -19 -54



26 16 12 6



ionic strength (mM)



C. parVum oocysts 1 3 10 15 20 30



energy barrier (kT)



secondary minimum depth (kT)



distance of secondary minimum (nm)



10 000 3000 220 10



-0.2 -1.0 -6.8 -15



120 60 20 10



1800 350



-5.7 -17



25 12



CML particles 10 20 30 60 100



Table 3. Values of Energy Barriers, Secondary Minimum Energy Well Depth, and Distance of the Secondary Minimum Energy Well for C. parWum Oocysts and CML Particles Deposited onto the Quartz Surface zeta potential for both oocysts and quartz



zeta potential for oocysts, outer surface potential for quartz



ionic strength (mM)



energy barrier (kT)



secondary minimum depth (kT)



distance of secondary minimum (nm)



10 20



100



-8.0



17



20 30 60



800 400



-13.4 -23



15 10



energy barrier (kT)



secondary minimum depth (kT)



distance of secondary minimum (nm)



C. parVum oocysts 10 20



150



-7.6



18



CML particles 20 30 60



430 90



-16.4 -32



13 8



ionic strength (mM)



zeta potential or outer surface potential was used. In Table 3 the energy barrier between C. parVum oocysts and the quartz surface disappeared above 10 mM NaCl when either the zeta potential or the outer surface potential was used; the energy barrier between CML particles and the SRNOM-coated surface disappeared above 30 mM NaCl when either the zeta potential or the outer surface potential was used. It is illustrated that the predicted CDC for both C. parVum oocysts and CML particles interacting with SRNOM-coated surface would be lower if we applied the outer surface potential from eq 11 to calculate the energy files. However, the predicted CDC for these two types of particles interacting with the quartz surface was very similar when either the zeta potential or the outer surface potential was used. That was due to the fact that we used only the zeta potential for the quartz surface. It illustrates the importance of the collector surface, which we will discuss in the following sections. 3.4. Deposition Kinetics of C. parWum Oocysts and CML Particles. The experimental deposition rate coefficients, kd, of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto quartz and PLL- and SRNOM-coated silica surfaces are shown in Figure 5. Attachment efficiencies, R, were calculated accordingly and are shown in Figure 6 as well as the attachment efficiencies predicted by DLVO theory. 3.4.1. Deposition Kinetics of C. parVum Oocysts and CML Particles Under NonrepulsiVe Conditions: Role of Surface Roughness. As shown in Figure 5, kd of C. parVum oocysts onto the PLL-coated silica surface decreased with ionic strength from 3.4 × 10-7 m/s at 1 mM NaCl to 1.9 × 10-7 m/s at 200 mM NaCl. In contrast, kd of CML particles onto the PLL-coated silica surface was quite stable, varying from 2.1 × 10-7 to 2.9 × 10-7 m/s within 1-300 mM NaCl.



According to DLVO theory, when there is no energy barrier between particles and the collector surface under favorable conditions, the deposition rate should be stable or slightly decrease with ionic strength as a result of a shorter range of attractive



Figure 5. Deposition rate coefficient (kd) for C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto PLL-coated silica, SRNOM-coated silica, and quartz surface. Experimental conditions were as follows: capillary flow rate ) 1 mL/min (average velocity ) 0.0053 m/s with Re ) 5.29), pH 5.6-5.8, and temperature ) 25 °C.
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Figure 6. Experimental and DLVO-predicted attachment efficiencies for C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto SRNOM-coated silica and quartz surfaces. Open symbols represent the same particle-collector system with solid symbols. They were repeated for comparison between different systems. We used only the zeta potential for the quartz surface and either the zeta potential (dotted lines) or the outer surface potential (dashed lines) for other surfaces. Experimental conditions were as follows: capillary flow rate ) 1 mL/min (average velocity ) 0.0053 m/s with Re ) 5.29), pH 5.6-5.8, and temperature ) 25 °C.



electric double-layer force at high ionic strength compared to that at low ionic strength due to compression of the electric double layer.77 As expected, kd of CML particles onto the PLLcoated surface was quite stable across the entire range of ionic strengths. However, a significant decrease in kd is observed for C. parVum oocysts deposited onto the PLL-coated surface, which could indicate the importance of a specific surface property of C. parVum oocystsssurface roughness. Suresh et al.74 studied the effect of roughness on interaction energy between a rough sphere and a smooth plate surface and developed a modified DLVO energy profile for this system. They showed that the range of both attractive and repulsive forces between rough particles and the smooth plate was larger than that between smooth particles and the smooth plate. Under nonrepulsive conditions the larger range of attractive electric double-layer force enhanced the possibility of particles coming close to the surface. As a consequence, deposition of particles with rough surfaces increased. With increasing ionic strength the ionized groups of the surface were compressed, causing the surface to have less roughness. Consequently, the effect of roughness decreased with ionic strength and fewer oocysts come to the collector surface. Karaman et al.68 and Considine et al.12 showed that C. parVum oocysts were quite rough. This rough surface allowed an increase in deposition at low ionic strength. It can be seen in Figure 5 that deposition of C. parVum oocysts onto the PLL-coated surface decreased with ionic strength because of the decrease of the effect of surface roughness, while deposition of CML particles onto the PLL-coated surface was quite stable because of the lack of effect of surface roughness. 3.4.2. Deposition Kinetics of C. parVum Oocysts and CML Particles Under RepulsiVe Conditions. It can be seen from Figure 5 that kd for C. parVum oocysts onto SRNOM increased with ionic strength from 1 to 20 mM NaCl and then stabilized. For C. parVum oocysts on a quartz surface kd also increased with
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ionic strength but did not stabilize until 100 mM NaCl. Similarly, kd for CML particles onto SRNOM increased with ionic strength from 10 to 30 mM NaCl and then reached the limitation of the deposition rate coefficient. In addition, kd for CML particles on the quartz surface increased with ionic strength from 20 to 100 mM NaCl and then reached the limitation of the deposition rate coefficient. As shown in Figure 6A the attachment efficiency of C. parVum oocysts onto the SRNOM-coated silica surface increased with ionic strength from 0.03 at 1 mM NaCl to 0.62 at 20 mM NaCl and reached stabilization (CDC was between 10 and 20 mM). The attachment efficiency of C. parVum oocysts onto the quartz surface (Figure 6C) increased with ionic strength from 0.06 at 10 mM NaCl to 0.57 at 100 mM NaCl (CDC was between 60 and 100 mM, which was higher than that onto the SRNOMcoated silica surface). The attachment efficiencies of CML particles onto the SRNOM-coated silica surface (Figure 6B) increased with ionic strength from 0.03 at 10 mM NaCl to 0.58 at 30 mM NaCl (CDC was between 20 and 30 mM). The attachment efficiencies of CML particles onto the quartz surface (Figure 6D) increased with ionic strength from 0.14 at 20 mM NaCl to 0.73 at 100 mM NaCl (CDC was between 60 and 100 mM NaCl). 3.5. Deposition Mechanisms of C. parWum Oocysts in the RSPF System. Knowledge of particle-collector interactions based on DLVO theory and the hydrodynamic conditions of the RSPF system allows us to obtain the numerical solution for a convective-diffusion equation describing particle deposition at primary minima in the RSPF system. Particle deposition was shown in terms of the attachment efficiency (R). The numerical solution gave the theoretical values of the attachment efficiency (R) based on DLVO theory for particle-collector interactions. DLVO theory was applied to predict deposition kinetics of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles. The predicted results were compared to experimental data and shed light on the factors influencing the interactions between particles and collector surfaces. 3.5.1. Comparing the Experimental and Predicted Deposition Kinetics of C. parVum Oocysts and CML Particles. We compared the theoretical attachment efficiency predicted by DLVO theory (dotted lines when the zeta potential was used and dashed lines when the outer surface potential was used) to the experimental attachment efficiency (solid lines) in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6A and 6B the DLVO-predicted CDCs of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto the SRNOM-coated surface are 35 and 150 mM NaCl when the zeta potential is used and 20 and 40 mM NaCl when the outer surface potential is used. Compared to our experimental CDCs (10-20 mM NaCl for C. parVum oocysts deposited onto the SRNOM-coated surface and 20-30 mM NaCl for CML particles deposited onto the SRNOM-coated surface) using the outer surface potential resulted in better CDC predictions than the zeta potential. The zeta potential theory was developed for hard simple colloids, while the Ohshima model was developed for soft colloids with a penetrable polyelectrolyte surface layer.61,67 Thus, for soft particles such as C. parVum oocysts, use of the zeta potential may not be adequate. Nevertheless, the DLVO-predicted CDCs of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto the quartz surface (Figure 6C and 6D) were significantly underpredicted regardless of whether the zeta potential or the outer surface potential was used. Similar results44,79 have reported that the DLVO-predicted CDC is usually much lower than experimental values for many particle varieties on the quartz surface. (79) de Kerchove, A. J.; Elimelech, M. Langmuir 2005, 21(14), 6462–6472.
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As shown in the experimental deposition curves in Figure 6 the attachment efficiency increased gradually within a large range of ionic strength (C. parVum oocysts-SRNOM system, 1-30 mM NaCl; C. parVum oocysts-quartz system, 10-100 mM NaCl; CML--SRNOM system, 10-20 mM NaCl; CML-quartz system, 20-100 mM NaCl). In contrast, the DLVO-predicted attachment efficiency increased rapidly to deposition limitation within a significant short range of ionic strength. The deposition was underpredicted at low ionic strength. The reason for underprediction was that the theoretical solution did not account for deposition at secondary minima and surface charge heterogeneity. Moreover, as shown in Figure 6 the highest values of experimental attachment efficiency varied from 0.6 to 0.7 while the expected values based on DLVO-predicted deposition were 1. The deposition was overpredicted at high ionic strength, probably because of steric interactions between particles and collectors. The deviation between experimental and theoretically predicted deposition kinetics suggested that DLVO theory, which considers only electrostatic interactions and van der Waals interactions and assumes charge heterogeneity, is not accurate. In the following sections we will systematically consider the role of deposition at secondary minima, surface charge heterogeneity, and steric interaction. 3.5.2. Role of Secondary Minima and Microscopic EVidence for Deposition at Secondary Minima. Figure 6 shows the deviation between gradually increased experimental attachment efficiency (Figure 6, solid symbols) and rapidly increased DLVO-predicted attachment efficiency (Figure 6, dashed or dotted lines). Because the theoretical simulation did not include deposition at secondary minima, this deviation suggests the role of secondary minima at low ionic strength. According to the DLVO energy profile, deposition in the primary minimum energy well is irreversible because the attractive interaction between the particle and the surface is strong and a large energy barrier prevents the particles from releasing from the primary minimum energy well. The DLVO energy profile also predicts the presence of the secondary minimum energy wells at larger separation distances. In addition to deposition in primary minima, a large portion of particles can deposit in secondary minima,41 which increases the attachment efficiency at low ionic strength. We traced transport and deposition of 24 C. parVum oocysts onto a SRNOM-coated surface at an ionic strength of 10 mM following the method developed by de Kerchove et al.44 Deposition of 4 representative oocysts is shown in Figure 7. Oocysts, which we traced, deposited onto SRNOM surface and are shown as single dark points marked with numbers. The paths of oocysts are shown as aligned light points linked to the oocysts marked with numbers. Oocyst 1 was deposited with a relatively higher velocity with an average velocity of 15.38 µm/s. Oocyst 2 was deposited, released, deposited again, and washed away by the radial flow eventually. Oocyst 3 was deposited, released, and eventually deposited. Oocyst 4 was deposited with a relatively lower velocity with an average velocity of 2.16 µm/s. Movies that show the deposition of these C. parVum oocysts are in the Supporting Information. Our observation, shown in Figure 7, suggests that C. parVum oocysts irreversibly deposited with relatively higher velocity (i.e., similar to oocyst 1) were possibly deposited under primary minimum conditions. Since they were not entrapped in secondary minima, they were likely to maintain high travel speed. C. parVum oocysts that deposited and subsequently released (i.e., similar to oocysts 2 and 3) were likely to experience secondary minimum energy conditions for deposition. Because the energy well was
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Figure 7. Microscopic observation of C. parVum oocyst deposition on the SRNOM-coated surface in secondary minima at 10 mM ionic strength. The image shown is a composite image generated by superimposing successive pictures taken over 20 min. Pictures were taken every second over the course of 30 min. Not all pictures were superimposed for clarity. C. parVum oocysts, which we traced, deposited onto the SRNOM surface and appear as single dark points marked with numbers. The paths of traced C. parVum oocysts are shown as light aligned points linked to the C. parVum oocysts marked with numbers. C. parVum oocyst 1 deposited with relatively higher velocity with an average velocity of 15.38 µm/s (it traveled 76.9 µm within 5 s); the dark point on its pathway is an oocyst that had already deposited on the SRNOM surface before C. parVum oocyst 1 appeared in the view area. C. parVum oocyst 2 was deposited 10 s after it appeared in the view area (traveling a distance of 90.1 µm), released after 30 s, and deposited again 6 s later (traveling a distance of 12.5 µm); eventually it was washed away by the radial flow after 95 s. C. parVum oocyst 3 was deposited 14 s after it appeared in the view area (traveling a distance of 97.4 µm), released after 93 s, and eventually deposited 3 s later (traveling a distance of 10.2 µm). C. parVum oocyst 4 deposited with a relatively lower velocity with an average velocity of 2.16 µm/s (it traveled 30.2 µm within 14 s). Experiments were carried out at ambient pH (around pH 5.6-5.8) and a temperature of 25 °C.



shallow, deposition in secondary minima was reversible. Therefore, C. parVum oocysts deposited in secondary minima could be released. In addition, C. parVum oocysts deposited in secondary minima could transfer to primary minima and deposit irreversibly (i.e., similar to oocyst 3) as suggested by de Kerchove and Elimelech.44,55 This transfer from secondary minima to primary minima explains our observation that oocyst 3 was not released when we decreased the ionic strength after the deposition experiment. For those C. parVum oocysts that irreversibly deposited with relatively lower velocity (i.e., similar to oocyst 4) we could not differentiate whether they were deposited in primary minima or had first deposited in secondary minima and then transferred to primary minima. In Figure 8 (movie 8, Supporting Information) we show C. parVum oocysts entrapped in secondary minima on a quartz surface at ionic strengths of 10 (Figure 8A) and 30 mM NaCl (Figure 8B). In Figure 9 (movie 9, Supporting Information) we show CML particles entrapped in secondary minima on a SRNOM-coated surface at an ionic strength of 20 mM NaCl (Figure 9A) and on a quartz surface at an ionic strength of 100 mM NaCl (Figure 9B). Pictures were taken every 5 or 15 s over 30 min. As shown in Figures 8A and 9A and 9B, C. parVum oocysts or CML particles were deposited, released, and eventually washed away by the radial flow. In Figure 8B we show one C. parVum oocyst was deposited, released, and then eventually deposited. Movies showing the deposition of these particles are in the Supporting Information.
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Figure 8. Microscopic observation of C. parVum oocyst deposition on a quartz surface in secondary minima at 10 mM ionic strength over 9 min (A) or at 30 mM ionic strength over 4 min (B). Pictures were taken every 15 s over 30 min. Not all pictures were superimposed for clarity. (A) At 10 mM ionic strength, C. parVum oocysts were deposited, released, and then deposited and released again before eventually being wiped away by the radial flow. (B) At 30 mM ionic strength the C. parVum oocyst was deposited, released, and then deposited and released again before eventually being deposited one final time. Experiments were carried out at unadjusted pH (5.6-5.8) and a temperature of 25 °C.



De Kerchove et al.44 reported irreversible deposition of CML particles in secondary minima on alginate film but the lack of this phenomenon on a quartz surface. They contributed the irreversible deposition in secondary minima to conditioning film. However, we observed and showed evidence of CML particles deposited in secondary minima on both SRNOM-coated and quartz surfaces. This indicates that conditioning film is not key to irreversible deposition in secondary minima, although it does help to increase the possibility that particles deposited in secondary minima may transfer to primary minima. The difference between their experiments and ours is probably due to the fact that they worked at a higher flow rate of 4.93 mL/min while we worked at 1 mL/min. Particles entrapped in secondary minima might not bear the high flow rate, which explains why they did not observe deposition at secondary minima on a quartz surface. We observed a significant number of C. parVum oocysts depositing and releasing (i.e., similar to oocysts 2 and 3) at ionic strengths ranging from 3 to 20 mM onto SRNOM-coated surfaces and from 10 to 60 mM onto quartz surfaces. The same phenomena were observed when CML particles deposited at ionic strengths up to 20 mM onto SRNOM-coated surfaces and 300 mM onto
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Figure 9. Microscopic observation of CML particle deposition on a SRNOM-coated surface in secondary minima at 20 mM ionic strength over 2 min (A) and on quartz surface at 100 mM ionic strength over 15 min (B). Pictures were taken every 15 (A) or 5 s (B) over 30 min. Not all pictures were superimposed for clarity. (A) At 20 mM ionic strength the CML particle was deposited, released, and then deposited and released again until eventually it was washed away by the radial flow. (B) At 100 mM ionic strength CML particles were deposited, released, and then eventually wiped away by the radial flow. Experiments were carried out at unadjusted pH (5.6-5.8) and a temperature of 25 °C.



quartz surfaces. After the deposition experiment we shut off the flow of C. parVum oocysts or CML particles and pumped in 1 mM NaCl electrolyte. Very few C. parVum oocysts and no CML particles were released and washed away by 1 mM NaCl electrolyte from the SRNOM-coated surface at ionic strengths lower than 10 mM NaCl and from the quartz surface at ionic strengths lower than 60 mM NaCl. That most of the deposited C. parVum oocysts and CML particles were not released as we decreased the ionic strength indicates that most of the particles deposited in the secondary minimum energy wells had transferred to and irreversibly deposited in the primary minimum energy wells.8,42 As shown in Figure 4 DLVO theory predicted secondary minimum deposition at ionic strengths lower than CDC. We observed secondary minima for C. parVum oocysts onto the SRNOM-coated and quartz surface at ionic strengths lower than 20 and 60 mM and secondary minima for CML onto the SRNOMcoated and quartz surface at ionic strengths lower than 20 and 300 mM. This is comparable to experimental CDC values shown in Figure 6. In summary, we obtained microscopic evidence for
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secondary minimum deposition for both C. parVum oocysts and CML particles on either quartz or SRNOM surfaces. 3.5.3. Role of Surface Charge Heterogeneity. In Figure 6 we compared the attachment efficiency of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto the SRNOM-coated silica and quartz surface. As can be seen in Figure 6A and 6D the attachment efficiencies of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto the SRNOMcoated surface were higher than that onto the quartz surface at low ionic strength, although the electrophoretic mobility of the SRNOM-coated surface was more negative than that of the quartz surface. This can be explained by surface charge heterogeneity. The SRNOM-coated surface was composed of a heterogeneous layer of functional groups such as carboxylate and phenolic.72 The presence of a positively charged area on the SRNOM-coated surface increased the chance of particles being deposited onto the SRNOM surface. 3.5.4. Role of Steric Interaction. As shown in Figure 6 the highest values of experimental attachment efficiencies varied from 0.6 to 0.7, while the expected values based on DLVOpredicted deposition were 1. Moreover, as shown in Figure 6B and 6C the attachment efficiency of C. parVum oocysts reached the same deposition limitation (R ) 0.6) onto both the SRNOMcoated and the quartz surfaces at high ionic strength, while the deposition limitation of CML particles onto the quartz surface (R ) 0.7) was higher than that onto the SRNOM-coated surface (R ) 0.6). The energy barrier between CML particles and the SRNOM-coated or quartz surface was much higher than that between C. parVum oocysts and the SRNOM-coated or quartz surface; this prevents CML particle deposition to the surfaces. Thus, the attachment efficiencies of C. parVum oocysts on either collector surface should be higher than that of CML particles. It can be seen in Figure 6B and 6C that the attachment efficiency of C. parVum oocysts was higher than that of CML particles onto the SRNOM-coated surface at low ionic strength, which was within expectation. However, the attachment efficiencies of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto the quartz surface were almost the same at low ionic strength, and the attachment efficiency of C. parVum oocysts was even lower than that of CML particles onto the quartz surface at high ionic strength. This suggests the importance of steric interaction18,77 caused by the soft layer on C. parVum oocysts, CML particles, and the SRNOM-coated surface. Under nonrepulsive conditions there was probably attractive steric interaction caused by bridging between counter-charged groups, while under repulsive conditions there could be repulsive steric interaction.78 At high ionic strength conditions, though there was no energy barrier, the effect of steric interaction can still increase or reduce the transport of particles toward the collector surface, which resulted in the attachment efficiency always being less than 1. As shown in Table 1 the particle electrophoretic softness of C. parVum oocysts was 1.23, that of the SRNOM-coated surface was 1.10, and that of CML particles was 0.82. Quartz had the least particle electrophoretic softness of 0.03. Because of the strong steric repulsion between C. parVum oocysts and the SRNOM-coated surface, between C. parVum oocysts and the quartz surface, and between CML particles and the SRNOM-coated surface the deposition limitations of those systems were only around 0.6. CML particles had less particle electrophoretic softness, and quartz barely had any electrophoretic softness. Thus, steric repulsion between CML particles and the quartz surface was the smallest and the deposition limitation was higher (R ) 0.7) than that of other systems. For the same reason, the steric repulsion between C. parVum oocysts and the quartz
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surface was larger than that between CML particles and the quartz surface, which decreased the deposition of C. parVum oocysts onto the quartz surface. However, it is hard to differentiate whether attractive or repulsive steric interaction dominates at high ionic strength when only given the fact that the attachment efficiency is always less than 1. A reasonable guess can be made from the experimental data. In Figure 6 we showed that the attachment efficiency of CML particles onto the quartz surface was closer to 1 compared to other systems. As discussed above, steric repulsion between CML particles and the quartz surface was the smallest because of the lack in surface coating for the quartz substrate and less significant electrophoretic softness of CML particles compared to that of oocysts. This means that when repulsive steric interaction became smaller the attachment efficiency became closer to 1 and repulsive steric interaction dominated at high ionic strength. This was verified by the work of de Kerchove et al.,79 which states that the attachment efficiency of silica beads onto the quartz surface (system without steric interaction) was close to 1 (0.9 ( 0.07).



Conclusion DLVO-predicted deposition kinetics for C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto a SRNOM-coated or quartz surface were compared to experimental deposition rates. The experimental CDCs of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto the SRNOMcoated surface were in good agreement with DLVO-predicted CDCs when the outer surface potential was used. However, the DLVO-predicted CDCs of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles onto the quartz surface were far from the experimental CDCs. In addition, DLVO underpredicted deposition at low ionic strength and overpredicted at high ionic strength. These discrepancies between DLVO-predicted deposition and experimental deposition were attributed to surface roughness, deposition at secondary minima, surface charge heterogeneity, and steric interaction. Specifically, deposition at the secondary minimum energy well and charge heterogeneity led to a higher attachment efficiency at low ionic strength, while steric repulsion prevented deposition of oocysts on the collector surface. Acknowledgment. This work was partially supported by the WaterCAMPWS, The Center of Advanced Materials for the Purification of Water with Systems under the National Science Foundation agreement number CTS-0120978. We acknowledge the financial support of the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Illinois, Royal Thai Government Fellowship and USDA grant no. 2008-35102-19143. We acknowledge Dr. Sharon L. Walker and Dr. Alexis J. de Kerchove for helping us to develop the RSPF system. Deposition and characterization experiments for oocysts and CML particles were conducted by YL and DJ, respectively. Oocysts were purified by T.B.K. T.H.N. and M.S.K. assisted with experimental planning, data interpretation and manuscript preparation. Supporting Information Available: Figure 1S shows the geometry of the RSPF cell; Figure 2S shows the glass bottom of the Petri dish; Figure 3S shows the numerical solution for the flow field of our RSPF cell; microscopic evidence for deposition of C. parVum oocysts and CML particles in secondary minima is shown in movies; movies 7-1, 7-2, 7-3m, and 7-4 show C. parVum oocysts #1-4 described in Figure 8; movies 8-A-1, 8-A-2, and 8-B-1 show C. parVum oocysts described in Figure 8; movies 9-A-1, 9-B-1, and 9-B-2 show CML particles described in Figure 9. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. LA803202H
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